DRAWING on the TEES VALLEY
The tallest building you can see...

The biggest or the widest tree...
Things that begin with the letter 'A'...

A house you'd like to own one day...
Ask a friend to fill this space...

Now draw a picture of their face...
An object that you can pop...

Buttons from a favourite top...
And something that you hold dear...

The things around that you can hear...
THE LANDSCAPE AS A SILHOUETTE...
Your teacher or your mam or dad...

A memory that makes you glad.
An imaginary made-up pet...

Footprints when your feet are wet...
A FRUIT OR FOOD THAT HAS A RIND...

THE NEAREST POST BOX YOU CAN FIND
The shadow that your body makes...

Sweets and pies and buns and cakes.
A ribbon wrapped around a box... Your toes, your shoes and your socks...
A game that is fun to play...

The weather forecast for today...
And an insect that makes a sound...

Something that lives underground...
A wizard with a magic wand... Ducks paddling in a pond...
A coat, a hat, a tie, a skirt...

A hippo in a stripy shirt...
Fish swimming in a coral reef...

The brush you used to clean your teeth...
A place where it is fun to play... What you had for lunch today...
A portrait when you pull a face...

Something that comes in a case...
The room at home you call your own...

An iPad or a mobile phone...
SAUSAGE IN A FRYING PAN...
A job that you would like to do...

Something that is red or blue...
SOMETHING IN A GALLERY...
CLOSE YOUR EYES AND COUNT TO THREE...
NOW FILL THE PAGE WITH WHAT YOU SEE...